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Teen Fiction
Love from A to Z
by S. K. Ali

Suspended for standing up to a teacher’s racism,
Zayneb heads to Qatar to be with her aunt. There she
meets a boy who’s determined to hide something from
his own family: he’s dying.

Patron Saints of Nothing
by Randy Ribay

When seventeen-year-old Jay Reguero learns his Filipino
cousin and former best friend, Jun, was murdered as
part of President Duterte’s war on drugs, he flies to the
Philippines to learn more.

In the Key of Nira Ghani
by Natasha Deen

A Guyanese girl must find the balance between her
parents’ ‘old world’ expectations and traditions.

American street
by Ibi Zoboi

Fabiola and her mother are emigrating from Haiti when
her mother is detained by INS. Settling with her aunt and
cousins in Detroit, Fabiola tries to navigate a new family,
culture, and romance while remaining true to herself.

Don’t Date Rosa Santos
by Nina Moreno

Rosa Santos, a Cuban American, works to save her
Florida town, seeks admittance to study abroad in her
homeland, and wonders if love can break her family’s
curse.
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The Inexplicable Logic of My Life
by Benjamin Alire Saenz

Living on the American border with Mexico, Sal
struggles to deal with family, friendship, life and
death, and to understand what his adoption means
about who he is.

When Dimple Met Rishi
by Sandhya Menon

When Dimple and Rishi meet at a Stanford University
summer program, Dimple is avoiding her parents’
obsession with “marriage prospects” but Rishi hopes
to woo her into accepting arranged marriage with
him.

The Lines We Cross
by Randa Abdel-Fattah

Michael’s parents drag him to rallies held by their
anti-immigrant group, which rails against refugees.
And it makes sense to Michael. Until Mina shows up
at his school, and turns out to be funny, smart—and
a Muslim refugee from Afghanistan

Rani Patel in Full Effect
by Sonia Patel

Rani, almost 17 and living on remote Moloka’i island,
is oppressed by her Gujarati immigrant parents.
But when Mark, an older man, draws her into new
experiences, red flags abound.

The Possibility of Somewhere
by Julia Day

Ash Gupta’s senior year is going exactly as he’s
always wanted—he’s admired by his peers and
getting the good grades that his wealthy, immigrant
parents expect. There’s only one obstacle in Ash’s
path: Eden Moore—the senior most likely to become
valedictorian.
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